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partitioning problems with balanced graph partitioning - carnegie mellon university - balanced graph
partitioning konstantin andreev harald rac¨ ke y abstract in this paper we consider the problem of (k;
)-balanced graph partitioning - dividing the vertices of a graph into k almost equal size components (each of
size less than n k) so that the capacity of edges between di erent components is minimized. 1 spinner:
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that this problem is np-complete[12]. but many eﬀective heuristic methods exist, such as, the
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turn out, surprising-ly, to be related. the first approach is geometric, and holds the key to actually analyzing
the quality of the cut found by the algorithm. the second approach involves routing flows in the graph, which
we will illustrate using traffic flows in a road network. recent advances in graph partitioning - clemson
university - recent advances in graph partitioning yd na buluç 1, henning meyerhenke 2, ilya safro 3, peter
sanders 2, and christian schulz 2 1 computational research division, lawrence berkeley national laboratory,
berkeley, usa 2 institute of theoretical informatics, karlsruhe institute of ecthnology (kit), karlsruhe, germany 3
school of computing, clemson universit,y clemson sc, usa balanced graph partitioning - csu - balanced
graph partitioning konstantin andreev⁄ harald rac¨ ke y abstract in this paper we consider the problem of
(k;”)-balanced graph partitioning - dividing the vertices of a graph into k almost equal size components (each
of size less than ” ¢ n k) so that the capacity of edges between diﬁerent components is minimized. spectral
partitioning of random graphs - spectral partitioning of random graphs frank mcsherry dept. of computer
science and engineering university of washington seattle, wa 98105 mcsherry@cs.washington abstract
problems such as bisection, graph coloring, and clique are generally believed hard in the worst case. however,
they can be solved if the input data is drawn randomly from
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